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Online discussions help individuals to gather knowledge and make important decisions in diverse areas from
health and finance to computing and data science. Online discussion groups exhibit unique group dynamics
not found in traditional small groups, such as staggered participation and asynchronous communication,
and the effects of these features on knowledge sharing is not well-understood. In this paper we focus on
one such aspect: wide variation in group size. Using a controlled experiment with a hidden profile task we
evaluate online discussion groups’ capacity to share distributed knowledge when group size ranges from 4 to
32 participants. We found that individuals in medium-sized discussions performed the best, and we suggest
that this represents a tradeoff in which larger groups tend to share more facts, but have more difficulty than
smaller groups at resolving misunderstandings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Individuals today often turn to online discussions to gather knowledge and help make important
decisions in diverse areas both personal (e.g. health, finance) and professional (e.g. software en-
gineering, data science). For example, the online health discussion board TuDiabetes [30] allows
those dealing with the disease to seek experience and feedback from others in similar situations.
On question and answer (Q&A) sites like Stack Overflow, professional software developers ask
for help debugging code and using new libraries [49]. On Kaggle, data scientists work to identify
which machine learning techniques are best for a particular application. These discussions are
important because they influence treatment choices, shape code and inform business decisions,
among many other contributions.

Discussion on these sites and others takes place in online discussion groups, which we define as a
set of individuals who assemble and respond to an open call for discussion (e.g., post, question)
on an online platform. Online discussion groups form (and dissolve) on an ad hoc basis and are
characterized by group dynamics different from those in traditional small groups. Discussion
is online, using computer-mediated communication. It is also open to a large pool of potential
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participants, in which the choice to participate is voluntary and self-directed. Individuals enter
discussion at different times, may choose to come and go, and leave at different times. Thus,
participation is staggered, with high turnover and (partially or fully) asynchronous communication.
Although the potential audience for a discussion is very large, often the actual number of

contributors may vary widely. For example, on Stack Overflow 61% of questions received 5 or fewer
responses, 39% received between 6 and 50 responses, and less than 0.1% of questions received more
than 50 responses (extracted using Stack Exchange Data Explorer July 8, 2018). Even these numbers
are aggregated across time, so that measures of overlapping participation (reflecting perceived
group size) may be much lower. Majchrzak and colleagues [28] have characterized knowledge
sharing in this type of medium as decentralized, asynchronous, ongoing, emergent and unplanned.
With the growing importance of online discussion it is important to understand how online

discussion groups collectively process information and the conditions under which they do so
optimally or sub-optimally. In decision-making, groups exchange information, selectively attend
to some information over others, use that information to reason about alternatives, and negotiate
individual opinions to form collective judgements [18, 26]. Successful online discussion groups
can produce more reliable recommendations than the same group of individuals working indepen-
dently. For example, a three-year experiment showed that online discussion groups could predict
geopolitical events with higher accuracy than either individuals or prediction markets [6]. However,
when online discussions groups fail they can produce poor judgements that mislead individuals
and organizations and result in false beliefs and poor decisions. For example, parents may skip or
delay important vaccinations for their children based on (mis)information and reasoning found on
online parenting forums.
Hidden Profile Tasks (HPTs) are the most widely studied method for testing a group’s capacity

to collectively process information when knowledge is widely distributed across group members
[42, 52]. Hidden Profile Tasks are a specific class of problem designed to assess the ability of a small
discussion group to share relevant information in a laboratory setting. In HPTs relevant information
is distributed across group members such that no person has all the relevant information, thus
discovering the optimal solution requires group members to share information. HPTs are designed
to simulate a class of real-world problems that require knowledge sharing and collaboration between
individuals with different expertise. For example, a data science problem which requires domain
knowledge about public health record keeping and knowledge of machine learning. A large body
of work in social psychology has shown that traditional small groups are more likely to discuss
information known to most people in the group (common) than information only known to a few
people in the group (rare) [27]. As a result of this bias traditional small groups often fail to share
distributed, rare knowledge and perform sub-optimally on HPTs [27]. The literature also suggests
that group size affects knowledge sharing in traditional small groups. On balance larger groups are
more biased in how they share knowledge and as a result perform worse on HPTs than smaller
groups [27].

HPT can also be used to evaluate how well online discussion groups share and process distributed
knowledge. One study partially (although not fully) replicated the information-exchange bias
associated with HPTs in online discussion groups of size 30 [45]. This study found that groups
were more likely to share common facts than rare facts, when rare facts were known to only one
person, but equally likely to share rare facts if they were known to a third of the group. They
also found that the unique dynamics of online discussion affected information processing. Due
to staggered participation groups sometimes shifted from correct solutions to incorrect solutions
because individuals who arrived late discounted opinions shared before they had arrived.

The current study replicates and expands on this prior study [45] by experimentally evaluating
the effect of group size on the capacity of online discussion groups to share distributed knowledge
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using a HPT. We focus on group size in particular because group size can vary widely in online
discussions, group size has been shown to affect this particular bias in knowledge sharing, yet
group size may be perceived differently in online discussions than in traditional small groups due to
the unique dynamics, such as staggered participation. This paper contributes to a nascent research
area investigating collective information processing in online discussion groups [30, 45, 46] and
the long standing investigation of distributed knowledge sharing in groups using HPTs [52].

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Online Discussion Groups
Online discussion groups have been studied most extensively using a community building paradigm
[21]. Researchers have shown that online communities, like those offline, face a set of universal
social problems that must be overcome to build community, including socializing newcomers,
encouraging contribution, and regulating community member behavior [21]. However, the unique
nature of online social interaction, including anonymity, high turnover and computer-mediated
communication, may make building community more difficult online [21]. Online communities rely
on social norms, like norms of civility, and technological affordances, like collaborative filtering, to
overcome some of these difficulties and to foster constructive conversation in online discussion
forums [20, 22, 23].
In this paper we focus on online discussion using an information processing rather than com-

munity building paradigm; a perspective that has received less attention. A few studies have
catalogued patterns of discourse in online discussion groups. Researchers find that individuals
engage in discourse acts that are suggestive of collective information processing (also referred
to as collective sensemaking), such as providing information, reframing problems, constructing
arguments, elaborating on others comments, synthesizing comments, on a variety of online discus-
sion platforms [30, 46, 54]. Other work has demonstrated the importance of knowledge sharing in
online discussion groups for specialized fields, such as software engineering [2, 44].

A few studies suggest that online discussion groups may not be processing information optimally.
Online discussion groups are vulnerable to biases and inefficiencies, such as underprovisioning [13]
and social influence [32], which can lead users to attend to less relevant comments at the expense
of other more relevant comments [8].

2.1.1 Online Groups & Group Size. While very large online groups are hypothesized to be able
to solve problems well because they can draw on ideas from experts with diverse and specialized
knowledge [19], observational studies have found a complex, and sometimes inconsistent relation-
ship between group size and performance in online groups. For example, prior work on groups in
Wikipedia have found positive, negative, or no relationship between group size and performance
depending on the study [3–5]. Which has led researchers to argue that the relationship between
group size and performance may depend on other variables, such as whether large groups are
diverse [36]. In Q&A communities, one study found that solution quality increased as group size
increased, however the benefit of group size had diminishing returns [47]. In taking an experimental
approach, this study can better control for group composition and thus better understand how
group size relates to performance in online discussion groups.

2.2 Hidden Profile Tasks
Groups have the advantage of being able to draw on different people’s knowledge and experience
in making a decision. Despite this advantage, foundational work in small group research has shown
that small groups are not always able to capitalize on their potential to share distributed knowledge
[27, 42]. The most widely used technique to evaluate a groups’ capacity to share and process
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information has been what are called Hidden Profile Tasks (HPTs). In HPTs a group is asked to
make a decision, such as choosing the best job candidate [51]. To make the decision the group is
given a set of facts; some facts are given to everyone in the group (common facts) and some facts
are given to only one person in the group (rare facts). By design, the set of facts given to each
individual (their information profile), considered in isolation, supports a sub-optimal solution;
to discover the optimal solution groups must share the distributed, rare facts in the scenario (the
hidden profile).
Stasser and colleagues discovered over a series of experiments [41–43] that groups performed

very poorly on this task. Most tended to discuss common facts more than rare facts (information-
exchange bias), even though rare facts were more important for identifying the best solution.
A meta-analysis of 101 independent effects from 65 studies found consistent evidence of an
information-exchange bias and poor performance on HPTs; on average these effects are very
large [27].
Prior research has supported three main explanations for why groups often fail to share dis-

tributed facts in HPTs [52]. First, common facts are known to more people than rare facts, so chance
alone indicates that common facts will be shared more frequently, this is referred to as information
sampling [42]. Second, people trust information that aligns with their opinions. By design in HPTs
common facts align with pre-discussion opinions whereas rare facts conflict with them [15]. Third,
due to social comparison processes people trust information that others believe and trust, so that
the importance and relevance of common facts seems amplified when they are shared by others
[52].

While the majority of prior work on HPTs has used face-to-face (FtoF) communication, several
studies have compared FtoF with computer-mediated communication (CMC). Researchers argued
CMC would improve information sharing and discussion quality because it provided new affor-
dances, such as a persistent record of information exchanged and the ability to share information
without having to wait for others to speak [12]. However a meta-analysis shows no significant
difference between the two mediums [27]. There may be advantages for particular types of CMC.
For example, Murthy and Kerr [33] found that groups shared more information when using bulletin
boards than when using chat. Goyal and colleagues [14] found groups performed better using
CMC tools when they were given an interface to externalize and share their sensemaking process.
In prior studies, CMC groups almost always had the same temporal dynamics as FtoF groups:
all members started at the same time, were present for a fixed period of time, and ended at the
same time. When HPTs were tested with online discussion groups, which has distinct temporal
dynamics (e.g. staggered arrival, high turnover) one study found that in addition to failing to share
facts online discussion groups had difficulty reaching consensus, later members discounted early
members opinions, and group decisions shifted over time, often getting worse [45]. However, this
study only partially replicated prior work, since they found an information-exchange bias for rare
facts given to only one person out of 30, but not rare facts given to only a third of the group.

2.2.1 Hidden Profile Tasks & Group Size. Researchers have proposed two factors that could cause
different degrees of information-exchange bias in small and large groups: information sampling and
social loafing [27]. According to the information sampling explanation an information-exchange
bias emerges because common facts are more likely to be sampled because the proportion of the
group that knows a common fact is higher than the proportion of the group that knows a rare fact
[41]. If rare facts are known to only one person regardless of the group size (as is the case in the
vast majority of prior work), then the information-exchange bias should get worse for larger groups
because common facts become even more frequent relative to rare facts. However, if rare facts are
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known to the same proportion of the group, regardless of size, then the information-exchange bias
should be about the same in different sized groups.
Social loafing suggests that individuals in larger groups will be less motivated to contribute

because they assume someone else will [24]. If social loafing affects behavior then individuals in
larger groups will be less likely to share rare facts because they will be less likely to contribute at
all, again making the information-exchange bias worse for larger groups [9].
Prior work evaluating the effect of group size on HPTs has led to mixed findings. Four studies

have experimentally tested the effect of group size on the information-exchange bias, comparing
groups of size 3-4 to groups of size 6-8 [9, 31, 39, 41]. In two of these studies the information-
exchange bias was worse in larger groups, though for different reasons. The first study found that
larger groups discussed common facts more than smaller groups, consistent with the information
sampling explanation [41], while the second study found that larger groups discussed rare facts
less than smaller groups, consistent with the social loafing explanation [9]. The other two studies
found no difference in the information-exchange bias across the different sized groups [31, 39].

Two meta-analyses have considered the effect of group size on the information-exchange bias by
synthesizing across multiple studies with different sized groups. Both meta-analyses found that
information-exchange bias was worse for larger groups; the second also tested the effect of group
size on performance and found that larger groups performed worse [27, 35]. However, almost all the
studies in the meta-analyses used groups of size 3-8, with the exception of one study which included
groups of size 10 [11]. Only one study has examined the HPTs for the much larger groups, however
they only examined groups of 30 and were only partially able to replicate the information-exchange
bias [45].

3 CURRENT STUDY
A lauded advantage of online discussion forums is the ability to gather knowledge and experiences
from many people. We investigated the capacity of online discussion groups’ to share distributed
knowledge by conducting an experiment with a Hidden Profile Task (HPT) on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (AMT). We formed groups of size 4 to 32 with most of the ad hoc features of online discussion
groups. Individuals arrived at different times, they could come and go as they pleased, and finish
when they wanted. Individuals could get credit without actively participating in the discussion
(although they were encouraged to contribute). They communicated using a online discussion
forum with typical features of popular platforms (e.g. Reddit, Hacker News). This aligns with
many of the characteristics of online discussions: staggered participation; partially asynchronous
communication; high turnover; selective participation and computer-mediated communication.
Based on this design, we investigated how well online discussion groups of different sizes pooled
distributed facts (Research Question 1) and selected the optimal solution (Research Question 2) as
well as the factors that influenced their performance (Research Question 3).

Research Question 1: How well do online discussion groups of different sizes pool dis-
tributed facts?

Despite their differences, we expected that online discussion groups would also suffer from
the information-exchange bias known to affect traditional small groups. The mechanisms that
drive this bias–information-sampling, preference-informed evaluation of facts, social comparison
processes–should affect these groups as well. Earlier work [45] found only partial support for
information-exchange bias in this type of group, but this was based on a very weak version of a
HPT. Thus, we predicted:

Prediction 1A: Online discussion groups will share more common facts than rare facts.
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As group size varies, the concepts of rare and common facts becomes more complicated. In a
group of four, one person knows each rare fact; in a group of sixteen, should we give a rare fact
to just one individual or to one quarter of the group? Previous research involving medium-sized
groups has used the first interpretation [39, 41]. Which is why they hypothesized that information
sampling would lead to more biased information sharing and performance as group size increased
(i.e., the ratio of common to rare facts gets worse as group size increases). Here, instead, we chose
to maintain the relative ratio between rare and common facts (25%:75%) assuming instead that a
constant fraction of the population knows rare facts. Thus, larger groups have an advantage over
smaller groups. If more people know a fact, there are more chances for someone to decide to share
the fact with the group. We also predicted:

Prediction 1B: Larger online discussion groups will share more facts.
The more complex issue was how group size would influence the degree to which online

discussion groups shared common facts relative to rare facts. Although mixed, prior work suggested
that larger groups should have a greater information-exchange bias than smaller groups [9, 27, 35,
41]. While information sampling would not be expected to worsen bias in larger online discussion
groups due to the way we operationalized rare facts, social loafing would still be expected to worsen
bias for larger groups. However, we had the most uncertainty about this prediction, since online
discussion groups are fundamentally different than traditional small group discussions, in ways
that might affect perception of group size.

Prediction 1C: Larger online discussion groups will tend to share even more common facts relative
to rare facts than smaller online discussion groups.

Research Question 2: How well do online discussion groups of different sizes perform
on a hidden profile task?

Groups that fail to share rare facts or focus on common facts more than rare facts perform poorly
on HPTs [27]. We expected that online discussion groups would share more common facts than rare
facts and as a result we expected that they would perform poorly on the HPT. In the prior study
of a HPT in online discussion groups which used a weak version of HPT, only 62% of individuals
reported the correct solution [45].

Prediction 2A: Online discussion groups will perform poorly on the hidden profile task.
Similarly, we predicted based on prior work that larger online discussion groups would exhibit a

greater information-exchange bias, so we also predicted that they would perform worse on the task.
As explained in Prediction 1C we had some uncertainty about this prediction due to differences
between traditional small group discussions and online discussions.

Prediction 2B: Larger online discussion groups will tend to perform worse than smaller online
discussion groups on the hidden profile task.

Research Question 3: Which factors explain why online discussion groups of different
sizes perform differently on a hidden profile task?

On balance, prior work suggests larger groups should exhibit a larger information-exchange
bias than smaller groups [27], but the empirical evidence is mixed and there are multiple factors
that might lead groups of different sizes to pool facts and make decisions differently. As our third
research question we tested specific predictions associated with a few of these factors to see if they
could explain the observed patterns of behavior.
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Another body of work has extensively documented the relationship between group size and
social loafing [24]. Social loafing has been hypothesized to affect groups solving HPTs, as well [9].
Individuals in larger groups should be less motivated to contribute due to social loafing, thus we
would expect that individuals in larger groups to share fewer common and rare facts. However, we
also recognized that unique qualities of online discussion groups, such as different perceptions of
group size when there is high turnover and different social norms about when to participate in
discussion, might interfere with social loafing.

Prediction 3A: Social loafing should result in individuals in larger online discussion groups
sharing fewer common and fewer rare facts than individuals in smaller online discussion groups.

According to the information sampling explanation if the ratio of common and rare facts is held
constant across groups of different sizes this suggests that both common and rare facts will be
shared more often by larger groups. If each individual shares two facts at random from the facts
they know, in larger groups more facts of both types will be shared. As a result bias in information
sharing should not get worse as group size increases. (The information-exchange bias should
decrease very slightly in larger groups as fact sharing approaches 100% under the information
sampling model, but due to the gradual nature of the change and our modest sample size we did
not test this prediction explicitly.)

Prediction 3B: Information sampling should result in larger online discussion groups sharing more
common and rare facts than smaller online discussion groups and no worse bias in information
sharing.

Information sampling suggests individuals in larger groups are equally likely to share a rare fact
as individuals in smaller groups, but at a group level larger groups will share more rare facts. Social
comparison processes may combine with information sampling to increase the likelihood of an
individual sharing a rare fact. As larger groups discuss rare facts, this will increase the perceived
importance of rare facts, leading individuals to be more likely to share a rare fact (including ones
not already discussed).

Prediction 3C: Social comparison processes should result in individuals from larger online discus-
sion groups sharing more rare facts than individuals in smaller online discussion groups.

Although the experiment kept the distribution of facts constant across groups of different sizes,
we expected that larger online discussion groups would have more disagreement because they
contained more individuals and individuals hold different experiences and perspectives that lead
them to interpret facts differently. We also expected that online discussion groups would have more
difficulty reaching a consensus when there was disagreement due to staggered participation and
more relaxed consensus norms. Staggered participation and turnover in online discussion groups
means individuals are not always present at the same time, which makes it difficult to have a back-
and-forth conversation that resolves disagreements. If forming a consensus in online discussion
groups is perceived to be difficult, there may not be an expectation to form a consensus. Researchers
have observed that online discussion groups often value multiple perspectives and opinions [30].
Therefore we predicted that larger online discussion groups would have more disagreement than
smaller groups and that disagreement would be less likely to be resolved through consensus
processes.

Prediction 3D: Larger online discussion groups should exhibit less agreement than smaller online
discussion groups.

Some or all of these factors might affect behavior in online discussion groups. To complicate
matters further, the different factors have different implications for research questions 1 and 2.
Social loafing suggests larger online discussion groups will exhibit a larger information-exchange
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bias, whereas social comparison processes and information sampling suggest larger groups will
exhibit a smaller (or about equal) information-exchange bias. Differences in consensus suggest
fewer group members will identify the correct solution in larger online discussion groups compared
to smaller online discussion groups even when the groups pool all facts. In summary, to explain why
group size might differentially affect knowledge sharing we evaluated the two factors described
in prior work that investigated the effect of group size in HPTs–information-sampling and social
loafing–we also evaluated two new factors–social comparison processes and agreement. These
factors were drawn from well-studied social psychological processes (e.g. social loafing) and two of
the three mechanisms believed to explain the information-exchange bias (information-sampling,
social comparison processes) we did not evaluate the effect of the third mechanism (preference-
consistent evaluation of information) because it was not expected to differ in its effect across groups
of different sizes.

4 METHOD
We experimentally evaluated a hidden profile task (HPT) with groups of four different sizes ranging
from 4 to 32. The differences between our methods and prior work included the following: 1) the
temporal dynamics of members’ arrival and departure, 2) the distribution of rare facts in larger
groups, 3) the way that we measured performance and 4) the specific interface of our online
discussion forum. These differences were created to better represent the way that knowledge is
shared on modern discussion platforms like Reddit and Hacker News and on Q&As like Stack
Overflow; each difference is explained in more detail below. In all other respects our methods are
similar to a majority of prior work in which a HPT has been given to a group working online using
computer-mediated communication (CMC).

4.1 Experimental Design & Discussion Platform
The groups had four different sizes: 4, 8, 16, 32, allowing comparison across multiple-sized groups.
We chose 4 as the smallest group size because it is a typical group size used in prior stud-
ies of traditional small groups [27] and 32 was the largest group size practical for an experi-
ment. This group size range is also typical of online discussions; for example, 90% of groups on
www.reddit.com/r/programming and 100% of groups on stackoverflow.com were 32 or less for
posts made on an arbitrary day (i.e. June 15, 2018).

In online discussions individuals arrive at different times, leave at different times, and selectively
attend to and participate in the conversation by choosing which messages to read and when to
comment. These actions are supported by the affordances of a new generation of CMC tools often
referred to as social media [28]. Thus, groups sharing knowledge in modern discussion forums
have unique temporal dynamics that are distinct from almost all prior work using HPT with the
exception of [45].
In this experiment we chose to examine knowledge sharing under these distinct conditions by

allowing users to stream into the discussion at different times, come and go as they pleased, and
leave as they felt satisfied with the solution. These actions were encouraged through instructions
and supported by the affordances of the CMC tool, which mimicked modern discussion forums on
other platforms (e.g. Reddit, Hacker News). Using the discussion forum users could read, post, reply,
and up or down vote comments (see Fig. 1). Comments were visible and persistent. Comments were
displayed in order by time, with child comments nested below parent comments. Each comment
included the text of the message, timestamp, and the screen name selected by the sender. No other
information was provided about individual participants. In addition, to these common features for
asynchronous communication, comments were updated in real-time as is typical for a live forum
which are sometimes used when a large number of people are expected to be active at the same
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time on these platforms. However, no notification system was used to attract individual’s attention
or alert a user to new content once they had left the platform or shifted to other work (e.g. email
alerts, highlighted text, mailbox alerts).

Fig. 1. A screenshot of the discussion page, which includes task instructions, an individual information profile,
a comment box, and threaded comments.

4.2 Task Design
We designed and created a HPT that asked groups to select the best candidate for a job from
four candidates (“you will be working together to identify the best person for a job”); this is a
commonly used decision task [42]. Groups were collectively given a set of 16 facts that provided
information about how each candidate rated on a job skill (“Candidate A is good at thinking
creatively”). However, each group member was only given 8 of these facts. By design the facts
given to each individual made a non-ideal candidate appear to be the strongest candidate; only by
pooling facts would the group discover the ideal candidate (Table 3). Furthermore, the individual
profiles supported two different non-ideal candidates in equal numbers, in order to generate dissent
and discussion [38].
HPTs study the differential sharing between two classes of information: rare and common

knowledge. Common knowledge is presented to most of the participants while rare knowledge
is only given to a few. In a typical study with 3-4 group members common and rare knowledge
is operationalized by giving some facts to everyone (common knowledge/facts) and giving other
facts to only one person (rare knowledge/facts). Things are more complicated in larger groups.
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Candidates
Soft Skills A B C D
learn new skills + - 0 0
team player + +
listening skills - - - +
creative thinking 0 0 + +
work ethic + +

Table 1. Example distribution of soft skills for four job candidates.

group size
Fact
Type

4 8 16 32 %

Common 3 6 12 24 75%
Rare 1 2 4 8 25%

Table 2. The number of group members given each type of fact for the four group size conditions.

Profile Common Facts Rare Facts Preference
1 A1+, B1-, B2-, B0, C1+, C2+ C0, D1+ C
2 A1+, A2+, B1-, B2-, C2+, D0 A0, D2+ A
3 A2+, B1-, B0, C1+,C2+, D0 A-, D3+ C
4 A1+, A2+, B2-, B0, C1+, D0 C-, D4+ A

Ideal Candidate: D
Table 3. The distribution of common and rare facts among group members in groups of size 4. Facts are
represented symbolically (letter = candidate, +/0/- = positive/neutral/negative, subscripts = different facts).
Larger groups had an analogous distribution with a unique information profile for each member.

The usual way to operationalize rare facts in larger groups is to provide them to only one
person regardless of the size of the group [41]. There are two problems with this method: 1) if rare
knowledge is known to a certain fraction of the population, then larger groups ought to contain
more individuals with that knowledge and 2) it creates a confound in which rare facts are given to
a smaller percentage of the group for larger groups (e.g. 25% for group of 4 vs. ∼3% for a group
of 32). To correct for these problems we operationalized common knowledge as facts known to
75% of the group and rare knowledge as facts known to 25% of the group (See Table 2). We expect
common facts to be discussed more than rare facts because they are known to many more people
(See Limitations for discussion of exact percentages).

Each participant was given an information profile containing 8 facts (6 common and 2 rare).
Facts were given as written statements in a bulleted list. Information profiles were designed so that,
within each group, all group members had different information profiles. Participants were told
they needed to work with others to solve the problem (“you cannot figure this task out alone”),
but were not explicitly told that they had different information profiles or rare facts. Facts were
positive (e.g. “is good at thinking creatively”), negative (e.g. “is a bad team player”), or neutral (e.g.
“is average at learning new skills”). To ensure participants would consider these job skills important
and of similar value we pretested 24 skills on AMT. Of these we selected two sets of 5 skills that
were distinct and rated as equally important to job performance.
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4.3 Participants & Procedure
Participants were recruited with a Human Intelligence Task placed on AMT; each person was
allowed to participate only once. All 836 participants who were randomly assigned to these 55
groups were included in the analysis (Group Size 4: 15 groups; 8: 11 groups; 16: 15 groups, 32: 14
groups). 53.1% of the participants were female, and they ranged in age from 18 to 78 (M = 34.7,
SD = 10.6). 91.4% of participants had completed some college or higher education. Most of the
participants came from the United States (86.1%) and India (11.2%).
Participants accepted the HIT, consented to participate in the experiment, and then moved on

to the task. Next, participants were assigned to a group; an existing group if one was available
(less than 1 hour old and below the assigned capacity) or a new group was created. Groups were
randomly assigned to be one of four sizes when created.

Individuals in the same group arrived at different times. They were all directed to the same task
page which contained general instructions, a private information profile, and a shared discussion
forum. The forum, whose technical characteristics are described above, was the only method
provided to communicate and share information. When each individual felt he or she was satisfied
with their group’s solution, he or she could elect to leave the discussion permanently and fill out
the post-task questionnaire. Individuals decided to leave the discussion at different times.

The questionnaire asked participants to report their group’s solution to the task, task satisfaction,
and general demographics (e.g. age, sex, education). Participants were paid $1.50 for the HIT and a
bonus up to $1.00 if they submitted the correct solution. The amount of the bonus was proportional
to the percent of the group that submitted the correct solution, incentivizing collaboration.

4.4 Qualitative Coding
To measure fact sharing raters examined the content of each message sent in the 55 groups. Two
groups per condition were selected and the two raters independently coded whether each message
shared facts (“Does the person share facts about one or more candidates”). There was substantial
agreement between the raters (Cohen’s Kappa = 0.90). All disagreements on those messages were
then resolved through discussion and each half of the remaining messages were coded by one of the
raters. After coding was completed, one of the raters took the statements in which facts were shared
and identified which facts were shared by matching the statements to the information profiles
given to participants. Unique mentions of facts were tallied at both the group and individual level.

4.5 Statistical Analysis & Variables
Groups of four different sizes (Group Size) were given two types of facts–common and rare–(Fact
Type) corresponding with a 4×2 between-within subjects experimental design. In addition to these
independent variables, we measured three dependent variables:

Percent of Facts Shared At a group level we calculated the number of different facts men-
tioned in discussion divided by the number of facts given to the group binned by fact type
(e.g. 3 different common facts shared out of 8 common facts given is 37.5%). This provides
a measure of information coverage, since the full content of a fact was always shared if
mentioned.

Agreement We measured the group agreement by calculating the largest percentage of the
group that reported the same group solution, that is the size of the plurality.

Solution Quality We calculated for each group member whether they had submitted the
correct solution in the post-task questionnaire.

Our statistical approach was informed by the data. First, we evaluated whether or not to treat
group size as a numeric or categorical variable. We built models for RQ1 and RQ2 using both
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approaches and used Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) to determine which model was more
parsimonious. In both cases the model that treated group size as a categorical variable scored better.
Thus, for consistency all reported analyses treat group size as categorical.

We addressed each research question at the appropriate level of analysis. Information exchange,
information-sampling, and consensus are group-level processes and outcomes, so these were
analyzed at the group level. Social loafing and social comparison are individual-level processes, so
these were analyzed at the individual level. As mentioned above, performance was evaluated at
an individual level because there was substantial disagreement among group members in some
groups. Due to different levels of analysis, different statistical techniques had to be used for different
research questions. ANOVAwas used to analyze the effect of group size and fact type on group-level
outcomes, with the exception of information-sampling which required bootstrapping. Generalized
mixed effects regression models were used to analyze the effect of group size for individual-level
outcomes. In these models group ID was included as a random effect to control for dependencies in
the data. Missing values were omitted.

5 RESULTS
As expected in online discussions participants began the task at staggered times. On average half
of group members had arrived within 5 minutes (SD = 6.3), 75% within 8 minutes (SD = 8.5) and
100% within 12 minutes (SD = 12.5). We only asked participants to at a minimum submit a solution
to the task. Nonetheless most participants showed at least minimal engagement with the group
discussion. 89.6% of participants sent at least one message; total messages sent per person ranged
from 0 to 58 (M = 4.78, Med . = 3). We told participants that they were free to enter and exit the
task as many times as they wanted and we encouraged them to check back as more people arrived.
10.8% of participants entered and exited more than once. In total, on average participants spent
10.2 minutes on the task (Med . = 7.5 min), often leaving for the last time at staggered intervals. As
a result discussions ranged from 8 minutes to 187 minutes (M = 64,Med . = 40).

In total there were 3,962 comments exchanged in all 55 groups. Larger groups tended to exchange
more comments than smaller groups (4: M = 18.7 comments, SD = 12.4; 8: M = 43.0, SD = 30.8;
16: M = 74.5, SD = 32.0; 32: M = 151.9, SD = 38.2). Groups made use of threading; the depth of
comments ranged from 0 to 13. While 60.2% of comments were parent comments (depth = 0), 39.8%
of comments were child comments (depth >= 1). A variety of types of comments were posted:
introductions (e.g. “Hello. How is everyone doing?” ), opinions (e.g. “I think A is the best choice.” ), facts
(e.g. “Candidate C is good at thinking creatively.” ), synthesis (e.g. “Here’s the info I gather from thread
putting all our info together...” ), and meta-discussions (e.g. “We need to work out what everyone has,
and pool the resources, before we come to a conclusion.” ). We often observed redundant statements
of fact in the comments. Individuals sometimes repeated facts others had already posted, perhaps
because they had not read earlier statements or were repeating facts in agreement with earlier
statements. Individuals also sometimes made redundant statements of facts when they were trying
to organize and synthesize information. For example, a participant said “Let’s list everything we
know about A” and other participants replied to this comment with previously shared comments
about Candidate A.

5.1 ResearchQuestion 1: How well do online discussion groups of different sizes pool
distributed facts?

We performed repeated measures ANOVA examining the effect Group Size (4, 8, 16, 32) and Fact
Type (Common, Rare) on the Percent of Facts Shared; results are presented in Tables 4 and 5 and
Figure 2.
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df F p Partial η2
Fact Type (Common, Rare) 1 40.9 < 0.0001 0.45
Group Size (4, 8, 16, 32) 3 13.5 < 0.0001 0.44
Group Size X Fact Type 3 2.8 0.05 0.14
Residuals 51

Table 4. Repeated measures ANOVA results evaluating the effect of group size and fact type on the percent
of facts shared during discussion. 55 groups were analyzed.

Group Size Common Rare t df p Cohen’s d
4 48% (40%) 28% (32%) 5.3 14 0.0001 1.36
8 58% (37%) 52% (35%) 0.9 10 0.41 0.26
16 89% (21%) 75% (19%) 5.3 14 0.0001 1.36
32 98% (5%) 91% (9%) 3.3 13 0.006 0.88

Table 5. Means and standard deviations for the percent of common and rare facts shared during group
discussion. Paired t-tests comparing the percent of common and rare facts for each level of group size. 55
groups were analyzed separated by condition.

There was a significant main effect of fact type on the percent of facts shared. On average, 74% of
common facts were shared compared to 62% of rare ones. This is consistent with the information-
exchange bias known from small group work on HPTs. Although rare facts are critical to solving
the problem, common facts are more likely to be discussed.
There was also a significant main effect of group size on the percent of facts shared. Linear

and quadratic polynomial contrasts revealed a significant linear effect of group size on sharing
facts (Estimate = 1.83, SE = 0.31, z = 5.9, p < 0.001) and no significant quadratic effect (p = 0.92).
Larger groups shared more facts on average than smaller groups. Groups of size 4 shared only
38% of facts on average, while groups of size 32 shared 95% of facts on average. This is consistent
with the information sampling explanation (more details below). In larger groups, there are more
opportunities for facts to be shared because each fact is given to a larger number of people.
However, there was a marginally significant interaction (p = 0.05) between group size and fact

type on the percent of facts shared. Paired t-tests comparing the percent of common versus rare
facts shared for each group size using a Bonferroni corrected significance level of 0.0125 showed
significantly more common facts were shared than rare facts for groups of size 4, 16, and 32 (Table 5),
but not groups of size 8. In other words we observed a large information-exchange bias for groups
of size 4, 16, and 32. Surprisingly while we observed that groups of size 8 shared more common facts
than rare facts, this difference did not reach statistical significance. These results are consistent
with our prediction that degree of bias would depend on group size, but inconsistent with our
specific prediction that larger groups would display more bias.

In conclusion, larger online discussion groups were better at pooling information than smaller on-
line discussion groups. However, even large online discussion groups suffered from the information
exchange bias observed in traditional small groups.

5.2 ResearchQuestion 2: How well do online discussion groups of different sizes
perform on a hidden profile task?

Results from prior work suggested that online discussion groups often generate multiple answers to
a question rather than a single answer [30, 45]. For this reason, we asked individuals to report their
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Fig. 2. Mean (SE) percent of common and rare facts for groups of different sizes.

Fig. 3. Percent of individuals reporting the correct solution as their groups’ solution in each group size
condition.
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Group Size Coef. SE z p
Intercept -4.54 1.18 -3.83 0.0001
4 vs 8 3.61 1.50 2.41 0.02
4 vs 16 0.55 1.36 0.41 0.68
4 vs 32 2.46 1.38 1.78 0.07

Table 6. Mixed effects logistic regression model predicting the likelihood of an individual reporting the correct
solution as their groups’ solution depending on the size of their group. 712 individual responses from 55
groups.

group’s solution and we report performance based on these individual-level reports. On average,
we found that only 21% of participants reported the correct solution.

To compare performance across groups of different sizes we built a mixed effects logistic regres-
sion model to predict the likelihood of an individual reporting the correct solution to the problem
given their group’s size; group ID was included as a random effect to control for dependencies in
the model (see Table 6 and Figure 3). We found a significant difference in performance based on
group size (Table 6). Linear and quadratic polynomial contrasts revealed a significant quadratic
effect of group size on performance when the inflection point was centered on groups of size 8
(Estimate = 7.83, SE = 3.4, z = 2.25, p = 0.02), but no linear effect (p = 0.31). These results suggest
a quadratic relationship between group size and performance, in which individuals in mid-sized
groups of 8 tended to perform the best.

The findings from research question 2 are consistent with those of research question 1. In addition
to observing a trend in which online discussion groups of size 8 had a smaller information-exchange
bias, individuals from groups of size 8 were also more likely to reach the correct solution in the
HPT. However, this still leaves open the question of why mid-sized online discussion groups would
perform better than either smaller or larger online discussion groups.
There are two other interesting results with respect to this research question. First, in general,

individuals did very poorly on this task. Second, although online discussion groups of size 16 and
32 tended to share the most rare facts, individuals in these groups did not perform better than those
in online discussion groups of size 8.

5.3 Research Question 3: Which factors explain why online discussion groups of
different sizes perform differently on a hidden profile task?

We proposed several explanations for why sharing facts and performance might depend on group
size: social loafing, information sampling, social comparison processes and consensus issues.

5.3.1 Social loafing. If social loafing were affecting online discussion groups we would expect to
see a decrease in the likelihood of an individual sharing at least one fact (regardless of type) as
group size increased. As group size increases individuals should be expected to be less likely to
contribute, because they assume someone else will. We used mixed effects logistic regression to
investigate the impact of group size on the likelihood of an individual sharing at least one fact; we
included group ID as a random effect to control for dependencies in the model. The distribution of
the percent of facts shared at an individual level was zero-inflated and right skewed to correct for
this violation of assumptions we dichotomized the dependent variable. The results were the same
regardless of the operationalization. We found no statistically significant relationship between
group size and the likelihood of sharing a fact (Table 7). Regardless of group size around half of
individuals shared at least one fact.
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5.3.2 Information sampling. As groups grow in size, all else being equal, we expected that more
facts would be shared overall. In larger groups there are more opportunities for facts to be shared
because there are more individuals who can share facts. We used bootstrapping to build a model
based on what we would expect to see at a group level if individuals shared facts at random. We took
the number of facts each individual shared (ignoring group size and fact type) as our distribution
for the number of facts shared per individual. We simulated groups of size 4, 8, 16, and 32. For
each group we created the appropriate number of users and for each user we randomly sampled
(with replacement) from our distribution of the number of facts shared per individual to obtain the
number of facts shared in the group. Then we drew that number of facts from that individual’s
information profile at random (without replacement), pooled the facts shared at a group level, and
tallied the total number of common and rare facts shared. We performed this simulation for equal
sized samples (i.e. samples of size 55) 1000 times to achieve sampling means and 95% confidence
intervals. Figure 4 displays the bootstrapped means and 95% confidence intervals as well as our
observed means.

From our bootstrapped estimates we see that: 1) Common facts are shared more than rare facts
because they appear more frequently across information profiles. 2) As groups increase in size
more facts are shared, such that close to 100% of both common and rare facts are shared in groups
of size 32. Our observed means somewhat follow the means and 95% confidence intervals (CI)
generated by our bootstrapped estimates. We found no significant differences between simulated
data, which models information sampling, and the observed data for the percentage of rare facts
shared (4: p = 0.67, 8: p = 0.36, 16: p = 0.37, 32: p = 0.89). We also found no significant difference
between the simulated data and the observed data for the percentage of common facts shared in
groups of size 4 (p = 0.22); for larger groups the observed groups tended to share significantly fewer
common facts than expected given the simulated data (8: p = 0.001, 16: p = 0.001, 32: p < 0.001);
these differences remained significant even after using a Bonferroni corrected significance level
of 0.00625. These results suggest that the information sampling hypothesis partially explains the
pattern of results, with the exception that larger groups tend to share slightly less common facts
than would be expected by the information sampling model.

5.3.3 Social comparison processes. If social comparison processes affect online discussion groups
we would expect individuals from larger online discussion groups to be more likely to share at
least one rare fact due to a positive-feedback loop between sharing more rare facts at a group
level and individuals increased trust in rare facts. We constructed a mixed effect logistic regression
model to investigate the impact of group size on the likelihood of an individual sharing at least one
rare fact; we included group ID as a random effect to control for dependencies in the model. The
distribution of the percent of rare facts shared at an individual level was zero-inflated and right
skewed to correct for this violation of assumptions we dichotomized the dependent variable. The
results were the same regardless of the operationalization. We found no significant relationship
(Table 7). Regardless of group size, around 40% of individuals shared at least one rare fact.

5.3.4 Consensus. In larger online discussion groups we expected that the group would have more
trouble coming to a consensus solution. For each group we calculated the largest percentage of
the group that gave the same response (i.e. the size of the plurality). We then performed ANOVA
at a group level to test the effect of group size on the size of the plurality. We found a significant
relationship between group size and the size of the plurality (F(1,53) = 24.8, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.32).
Linear and quadratic polynomial contrasts revealed a significant linear effect (Estimate = -96.9, SE
= 20.0, t = -4.8, p < 0.001) and no significant quadratic effect (p = 0.41). Figure 5 shows that for
larger groups, smaller proportions agreed with one another. Groups of size 4 showed an average of
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Model 1 Model 2
Group Size Coef. SE z p Coef. SE z p
Intercept -0.21 0.28 -0.74 0.46 -0.58 0.30 -1.92 0.06
4 vs 8 0.30 0.38 0.81 0.42 0.24 0.40 0.59 0.56
4 vs 16 0.31 0.33 0.95 0.34 -0.05 0.35 -0.13 0.89
4 vs 32 0.16 0.32 0.52 0.61 -0.04 0.34 -0.13 0.90

Table 7. Mixed effects logistic regression models predicting the likelihood of an individual sharing a fact
(Model 1) and the likelihood of an individual sharing a rare fact (Model 2). 836 individual responses from 55
groups.

Fig. 4. Estimated percent of common and rare facts shared (means and 95% confidence intervals) at a group
level for simulated data that assumes individuals share facts at random. Stars display actual, observed means.

88% of the group reported the plurality response, whereas for groups of size 32 only 57% of the
group reported the plurality response.

We expected that larger groups would have more disagreement and have more difficulty forming
a consensus. Larger groups contain more individuals who may vary in their experiences and
perspectives. In addition, there are a few reasons why larger online discussion groups may not
reach consensus. First, larger online discussion groups experience higher turnover, which means
more group members may leave early before all facts are shared and discussion ends. Second, as
factions grow in size within a group group polarization may lead individuals to be less likely to
change their mind; furthermore in a larger groupmore minds need to be changed to reach consensus.
Third, as reaching an agreement become more difficult there may be less of an expectation and
pressure to form a consensus. Some other studies show less agreement in larger groups (e.g. [17]),
however findings are mixed (e.g. [10]).
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Fig. 5. The largest percent of group members reporting the same solution per group by condition (means,
standard errors).

We examined whether turnover alone could explain lower agreement in larger groups for the
ten groups that shared all facts (Size 4: 0, Size 8: 2, Size 16: 2, Size 32: 6). We found that a greater
fraction of the group left before all facts were shared in larger groups of 16 and 32 (M16 = 45%
andM32 = 35%) than in smaller groups of 8 (M8 = 0%). However, we also found that there was less
agreement in larger groups of 16 and 32 (M16 = 80% andM32 = 54%) than smaller groups of 8 (M8 =
100%) even among those people who stayed until all facts were shared. These results suggest that
multiple factors, including turnover, but not exclusively turnover, may play a role in the failure of
the online discussion groups to reach consensus.

5.3.5 Summary. We find that information sampling and consensus issues better explain the re-
sults than social loafing or social comparison processes. In addition, information sampling and
consensus issues, when combined, help to explain why medium-sized online discussion groups (8
members) performed better. Likely due to information sampling large online discussion groups
pooled distributed facts much better than small online discussion groups. However, small online
discussion groups were able to reach consensus much better than large online discussion groups.
These two competing consequences of group size resulted in the best performance for medium
sized online discussion groups of 8. This tradeoff is illustrated when we examine a cross section
of the data (Table 8). Compared to groups of size 4, more groups of size 8 pooled facts well. 18%
of groups of size 8 versus 7% of groups of size 4 shared more than three quarters of facts. Of the
groups of size 8 that pooled facts well, they achieved higher levels of performance compared to
groups of size 16 and 32 because they were able to better establish a group consensus. 100% of
individuals in these groups of size 8 reported the correct solution, compared to 36% and 25% for
individuals in these groups of size 16 and 32 respectively.
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Groups sharing >75% rare facts
Group Size % Groups Solve Rate
4 7% 75%
8 18% 100%
16 40% 36%
32 86% 25%

Table 8. The percentage of groups that shared over 75% of rare facts by condition. The average percentage of
individuals reporting the correct solution in these groups.

RQ1: How well do online discussion groups of different sizes pool distributed facts?
Online discussion groups will share more common facts than rare facts Supported
Larger online discussion groups will share more facts Supported
Larger online discussion groups will tend to share even more common facts relative to
rare facts

Unexpected Result

RQ2: How well do online discussion groups of different sizes perform on a hidden profile task?
Online discussion groups will perform poorly on the hidden profile task Supported
Larger online discussion groups will tend to perform worse on the hidden profile task Unexpected Result
RQ3: Which factors explain why online discussion groups of different sizes perform differently on a
hidden profile task?
Individuals in larger online discussion groups will share fewer facts (Social Loafing) Not Supported
Larger online discussion groups will share more common and rare facts (Information
Sampling)

Partially Supported

Individuals in larger online discussion groupswill sharemore rare facts (Social Comparison) Not Supported
Large online discussion groups should exhibit less agreement (Consensus) Supported

Table 9. Summary of research questions, predictions, and findings.

6 DISCUSSION
As individuals and organizations increasingly rely on online discussion groups to gather information
and make important decisions, it is critical to examine how groups pool facts and form decisions
through discussion on these platforms. As a starting place we examined the way that online
discussion groups exchanged distributed information and its effect on decision quality. We found a
novel empirical result: medium-sized groups performed best and there was a non-linear relationship
between group size and performance. We discuss implications of this finding, as well as how we
might use these results to extend theories of information exchange from traditional small groups
to this new setting.
Our results suggest that theories about information exchange developed for traditional small

group discussions are applicable to online discussion groups despite differences in temporal dynam-
ics, communication tools, social norms and sometimes size. Our findings in this study are generally
consistent with the main theoretical arguments made by small group researchers about HPTs
[42, 52]. Consistent with prior research we find that groups in this setting often fail to exchange
all facts, can be biased in which facts they share, and perform sub-optimally on HPTs [27, 52].
One implication of these results is that individuals may be inadvertently withholding relevant
information from online discussions.
Although decision quality was poor for individuals in online discussion groups of all sizes, it

was best for groups of size 8. Medium-sized groups were large enough, but not too large. Larger
groups are better at sharing facts because there are more people who can contribute rare knowledge
and expertise [19, 29]. However smaller groups, so long as more facts are shared, have an easier
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time clearing up misunderstandings, focusing on the most relevant information, and convincing
everyone of the right answer. This latter point is consistent with prior work which shows that
groups perform the best on problems and situations when they can explain the reasons why one
answer is better than the other, convincing other group members who hold erroneous views to
change their minds [25]. Large groups had trouble forming a consensus, in part because it was
difficult to convincing everyone of the right answer in a large group, but also because of the
temporal dynamics of online discussion groups in which individuals choose to leave at different
times. Another implication of these results is that medium-sized groups may have an advantage
over small or large groups, particularly for online discussion groups.

6.1 Extending Theory
Information exchange theories from small group research must be extended to fully model behavior
in online discussion groups. Findings in this study contradict specific predictions and findings
about the impact of group size on information exchange and performance developed studying
traditional small group discussions [27, 35].
First, most previous studies have assumed that rare facts would be known to a single person

even in larger groups [41], we argued in this paper that in larger groups we should assume that
rare facts may be known to more than one person. If rare facts are known to 25% of people in the
general population then, on average, we should expect one person in a group of size 4 to know the
fact and eight people in a group of size 32. This explains why this study and Stasser and colleagues’
study [41] both find results that can be partially explained by information sampling, but opposite
results. If a consistent fraction of the population knows rare facts, than information sampling
should lead to more fact sharing in larger groups and the same or slightly less bias in larger groups.
This seemingly minor discrepancy in how to operationalize the distribution of rare facts has a
major impact on how groups perform on this task. Our reasoning explains why our findings of
better performance for groups of size 8 over groups of size 4 may be more relevant to real world
groups than prior contradictory findings [35, 41]. This discrepancy also represents a larger issue
neglected by current theories–how are groups formed from individuals in a larger population–that
becomes critical when applying these theories to online discussion groups.
Second, consistent with the prior study testing HPTs in a similar environment we found that

members of large online discussion groups performed sub-optimally in part because large groups
failed to reach consensus [45]. Current theories of information exchange in traditional small groups
always assume a group reaches a consensus, in contrast multiple decisions often emerge in online
discussions. Due to high turnover group decisions can shift as group composition changes [45].
Due to large size and asynchronicity groups may not expect to reach consensus and may not put as
much effort into consensus building. Further, surfacing multiple competing opinions is sometimes
a valued characteristic of these discussions [30]. Extended theories will need to contend with the
impact multiple decisions have on different stakeholders, including participants in the discussion
and passive readers of the discussion.

Finally, differences in temporal dynamics and communication tools can create other differences
in expectations and norms. For example, contrary to theory we did not observe social loafing
in large online discussions groups [9], perhaps because perceptions of group size are different
in online discussion groups. Due to staggered arrival and high turnover the group’s efforts are
distributed across time with a smaller number of people present at a given time.

6.2 Design Implications
We argue that medium-sized groups performed the best in this experiment because they were a
compromise between the advantages of being large (more knowledge is shared) and small (easier
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to clear up misunderstandings). If this explanation is correct than the most direct implication for
design from this study is that discussion platforms focusing on knowledge sharing should encourage
group sizes large enough that individuals share rare knowledge, but no larger than necessary to
extract this knowledge. Based on this one study medium-sized groups (e.g. 8) seem preferable,
however the optimal group size will depend on the discussion platform and how knowledge is
distributed among the community. Online discussion platforms, like StackOverflow and Reddit, can
control the size of the group directly by only recommending questions to be answered by specific
people or indirectly by changing the placement of a question on the front page. For example, a
question could be promoted until it had attracted a medium number of contributors (e.g. 8) and then
hidden from new users until that existing group had time to engage in back-and-forth discussion.
Future work, should also explore the effect of using more complex algorithms to recommend posts
to users. For example, there may be the most benefit from keeping online groups medium-sized
contemporaneous (e.g. same day) and deliberately rotating membership over time. Other work
suggests that specific patterns of group rotation encourage innovation [37]. This approach has
the advantage of drawing knowledge from a much larger group. However, collaborative filtering
algorithms which rank comments would need to be improved to better account for shifts in opinion
over time.
Secondly, discussion platforms should modify their design in ways that help to combat the

identified information-exchange bias and sub-optimal performance. Successful interventions from
the small group literature may be applicable to online discussion forums as well. Studies have found
that individuals are more likely to share rare knowledge if they are told that they are the only
person in the conversation with expertise in that area [40]. Discussion forums sometimes make
users aware of relative expertise of contributing authors by using historical performance on the
site, such as by including reputation points next to someone’s name (e.g. Stack Overflow). Rather
than providing a global measure of expertise there may be more value in providing information on
specific areas of expertise (e.g. Baysian statistics, machine learning etc.). Individuals may be more
likely to share their unique knowledge if they can see that no one else in the discussion has their
same expertise.

Performance might also be improved by separating knowledge accumulation from deliberation.
Voigtlaender and colleagues [50] found that groups pooled more knowledge if they kept a structured
list of facts separate from discussion. For example, a discussion forum could be designed to label
individual pieces of information embedded within a comment (this could be done manually by the
original commenter, by others in the community or done automatically using natural language
processing tools). The forum could treat these pieces of information as individual objects separate
from the original comments and could display them in a list next to the threaded comments and/or
enable users to manipulate and organize these pieces of information (e.g. knowledge map). Several
tools have been built on top of discussion forums to tackle the problem of reusing dense, unstructured
online discussion [16]. These tools enable users to label, extract, summarize and distill content
from online discussions [1, 34, 53]; while they have typically been used to summarize discussions
that have already taken place, the current study suggests they may be useful to individuals while
the discussion is ongoing. Future work is needed to investigate whether these tools could help
clear up misunderstandings which become more pernicious in larger online discussion groups.
Similarly, other successful interventions could be incorporated into discussion platforms, such as
interfaces to externalize the sensemaking process [14] or tools to help plan how a decision will be
made before discussion begins [48].

Large groups struggled to consistently identify the correct solution and form a consensus even
when all relevant information was shared in the online forum. Relevant facts and arguments can get
buried in discussion threads [30]. Collaborative filtering through voting can help surface the best
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content from lengthy discussions [7]. However, more sophisticated collaborative filtering methods
are needed for hidden profile-like problems which involve cumulative knowledge (facts must be
pooled across many different comments) and shifting opinions (by design early preferences are
incorrect and correct decision must be discovered). With better collaborative filtering large groups
may be able to consistently identify the correct answer.

6.3 Limitations & Future Work
There are several limitations of this work. Due to the small number of groups per group size
condition (11-15) there is a risk of Type 2 errors. In addition, this study has a higher risk of
Type 1 errors because we conducted multiple hypothesis tests and contrasts to investigate several
competing predictions. Due to the limited scope of this experiment we do not know how these
results would generalize to the large variety of knowledge sharing discussions online. In particular,
the largest groups we tested were of size 32 which is much smaller than the largest groups on these
platforms, which can reach hundreds of participants. We expect that information exchange will
operate similarly in groups of size 100 as they did in groups of size 32 due to similar conditions
however we cannot be certain without further experimentation.
In addition, in many online discussions individuals do not get paid (e.g. Q&A, online forums)

or receive payment only for submitting a winning solution (e.g. innovation contests). AMT is an
atypical context because individuals were paid in part for task participation. It is unclear how
intrinsic versus extrinsic motivations may differentially affect information exchange.
HPTs are contrived problems with a very specific structure, in part chosen arbitrarily by the

experimenters. For example, we arbitrarily elected to make common facts known to 75% of the
group and rare facts known to 25% of the group. In real-world problems knowledge has a variety of
distributions, including problems in which rare knowledge is known to more and less than 25% of
people and problems in which the ratio of common to rare knowledge is different. Future work,
should examine whether groups pool information when facts are distributed in variety of different
ways. It is unclear the extent to which problems analogous to hidden profile problems occur in the
wild [52].

Future work should also consider other important aspects of online discussions. In our experiment
each discussionwas a one-shot event, but in online forums some users engage inmultiple discussions
and repeatedly encounter each other. This could create interesting group dynamics that affect
decision making. Furthermore users in real-world platforms select which discussions to join based
on the current state of discussion, which might impact their decision to join and participate in
decision making.

7 CONCLUSION
In this study we tested the hidden profile paradigm in online discussion groups of four different
sizes. We found that many groups were biased in how they shared facts and that many groups
produced sub-optimal decisions. Surprisingly, we found that groups of size 8 performed better than
either larger or smaller groups. We argue that this is a result of a tradeoff between a discussion
being too small, in which not enough facts are shared, and being too big, when it is harder to
achieve consensus. From a practical perspective, these findings suggest that designers of online
discussions should encourage medium-sized groups and test out potential interventions known to
reduce the information-exchange bias in traditional small groups. From a theoretical perspective,
these findings suggest specific ways theories need to be expanded to model behavior in online
discussion forums, including considering how group formation affects the distribution of rare facts
in groups and how the emergence of multiple, competing opinions in online discussions impacts
beliefs and actions.
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